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ABSTRACT _,

During 1976 and 1977, a modified YF-16 aircraft was used to flight

demonstrate decoupled control modes under the USAF Fighter Control

Configured Vehicle (CCV) Program. Higher levels of direct force control
were achieved by the aircraft than had previously been flight tested. The

direct force capabilities were used to implement seven manually controlled
unconventional modes on the aircraft, allowing flat turns, decoupled normal

acceleration control, independent longltudlnal and lateral translatlons,

'mcoupled elevation and azimuth aiming, and blended direct lift. A
miniature two-axis force controller was installed on top of the YF-16 i

sidestlck controller for commanding the decoupled modes. At the pilot's ! /
discretion, the directional modes could also be commanded using rudder

:, pedals.

The unconventional control modes were flight evaluated during

simulated operational tasks, such as air-to-ground bombing and strafing,
and air-to-air tracking and defensive maneuvering. The flight testing
identified many actual and potential uses for these control modes, but
also identified areas where refinements are needed to arrive at

operationally suitable implementations. This paper describes the design,
: development, and flight testing of these new control modes. It includes

lessons learned in the areas of unconventional control law implementation
and controller design. The need for task-tailored mode authorities, gain- _:

_ scheduling and selected closed-loop design is discussed. _

i INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory's Fighter CCV Advanced

Development Program was conducted to develop and evaluate advanced control

concepts for improving fighter aircraft mission effectiveness. Specific

new control degrees of freedom were provided in an existing high-

_ performance fighter. Control modes selected for implementation had been
identified by previous research efforts as possessing the potential for

significantly improving fighter aircraft performance Use of these
unconventional control modes provided the pilot with unique aircraft _

'_ maneuvering capabilities. This program provided the first true test of
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the utility df these new capabilities. Design, modification and flight

testing were conducted under contract to General Dynamlcs/Fort Worth,

The YF-16 shown in Figure i was uniquely suited as a testbed for the i

program, It served as a state-of-the-art baseline configuration with its i

full authority quad redundant analog Fly-by-Wire control systemp sldestlck
controller, and advanced aerodynamic design employing vortex lift and

leading edge maneuvering flaps. The aircraft was designed to be

statically unstable longitudinally in subsonic flight with artificial

stability being provided by the control system. Angle of attack and t,g,!

limiting allowed full maneuvering w£thout reliance on stall warning or
cockpit instruments and provided maximum use of the airframe load factor

capability throughout the fllght envelope. This advanced control system

design facilitated implementation of the mew CCV control modes.

Or"
DESIGN APPROACH

Cost effectiveness and safety considerations were major driving

factors in the configuration selection and design. In this llght only

minor modifications were made to the YF-16 aircraft. Although providing

a means of assessing the new control capabillty_ this approach prevented
overall control and aerodynamic design optimization. Exterior changes to
the aircraft consisted of the addition of twin a!l-movable vertical

canards. The new surfaces, canted outward 30 degrees from vertical_ were
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attached at the engine inlet. The installation was accompllshed without

altering the external or internal mold lines of the inlet. Although

separately actuated, the canards are deflected together by the same pilot-
generated command signal. Use of the canards in conjunction with the
rudder enabled direct sideforce to be developed by the aircraft. The

flaperons were modified to allow both up and down symmetric deflections.
Operation of the flaperons with the horizontal tail provided a direct lift
capability.

An auxiliary analog computer was added to allow implementation of the
new control laws. A fail-safe design was required. Additionally, the CCV
modifications were not to result in degradation of the operational

reliability of the basic YF-16 control system. That system was retained
intact to provide suitable control and stability augmentation, The
conventional YF-16 control system formed the baseline configuration for

the program. It also served as the reversion configuration should

problems cause CCV system disengagement. The addition of CCV sign_l
interfaces was the only change to that system. Control reconflguratlon was

achieved by injection of bias signals and crossfeeds to alter the ncrmal

pilot commands or system feedbacks. Operation throughout the aircraft's

envelope was needed for a valid evaluation of the unconventional modes.

Gain scheduling was extensively employed to provide proper response as

flight conditions varied. Emphasis was placed on obtaining maximum CCV
mode capabillty across the mach-altitude range without creating adverse
transients.

Crew station changes involved the addition of instruments such as

sideslip, side acceleration, canard and flaperon position indicators to _
allow evaluation of CCV responses by the pilot. A CCV control panel was
installed to enable mode selection, and modifications were made to the
trim button on the sidestick controller to provide a means of comanding

the open-loop CCV modes.

UNCONVENTIONAL CONTROL MODES

At the pilot's command were si.:open-loop modes illustrated in

Figures 2 and 3. Direct control of the aircraft's flight path in two

axes was provided by the An and _ modes. The aircraft rotated in pitch
and yaw with the velocity vector. In ".itch,a was held constant while

direct llft was generated on the aircraft. Sideslip remained zero during
use of the sideforce mode as side acceleration was generated allowing

turning of the aircraft without banking. Attitude control at constant

flight path angle was available with the _i and BI modes resulting in
independent fuselage pointing in either axis. Vertical and lateral
translations were provided by the a 2 and _2 modes. In this case
vertical velocity and side velocity were the controlled parameters
at constant aircraft attitude. Thus the aircraft could effectively
elevate or side step.
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Fig 2 Open-Loop Longitudinal CCV Fig 3 Open-Loop Directional CCV
Hodes Modes

One closed-loop mode, Haneuver Enhancement (HE), was also available
to the pilot. Direct lift was blended with basic aircraft pitch control
in this mode. Zt provided an initial direct lift during a maneuver which
was washed out as the commanded aircraft normal acceleration was obtained.

Use of this capability resulted In maneuver quickening. Due to the use
of normal acceleration feedback, a level of gust alleviation was also

provided as illustrated in Figure 4.

Implementation in accordance with the approach of an "add on" design
is illustrated with the simplified block diagrams in Figures 5, 6 and 7.
The conventional YF-16 control system is shown in solid black in the
figures. Dashed lines indicate the CCVmodes. For the three open-loop
longitudinal modes,the pilot cownands flaperon deflection directly with _
the elevator being driven through a scheduled crossfeed gain. Biases to
prevent opposition of the CCV commands are computed and introduced into
the ¥F-16 control system. In the case of the An mode, P_ure $, stick
command and pitch rate paths are modified by the bias signals. CCV
system gains were determined using wind tunnel data and digitally
predicted aircraft responses.
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Fig $ Simplified FuncCtonal Block Diagram of the An Hode
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The directional modes are structured in much the same manner. The
pilot commands a canard deflection vlth an appropriate crossfeed to the
rudder as shown for the direct sideforce mode In Figure 6. In thls case

a galn scheduled crossfeed to the flaperons Is needed to counter rollins ]moments from the canard-rudder deflections, eJ,ases are also added to the
yav rate and lateral acceleration feedbacks of the basic control system.
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, Fig 6 Simplified Function Block Dlagram of the Ay Hode

The one exception to this type of lmple,_entation is Haneuver
Enhancement. As sho_n in Fi&ure 7, the error between pilot commandand
aircraft normal acceleration drives the flaperons and horizontal tall,
^ washout In the pitch rate feedback path, and Intesral plus proportional
control In the forward path, provides a "$" command response In steady
state. Thus as the aircraft attains the commanded"S" level, the direct
lift flaperone return to _ero deflection. The technique provides an !
instantaneous direct Iif_ for maneuver qulckenlnS. Gust alleviatlon is
obtained when the normal acceAerometer feedback senses 8ust lnduced
aircraft response and drives the flaperons to counter it, i

Htnor modifications to the YF-16 cockpit were made to alloy use of i

the CCVmodes. Specific modes are selected by the pilot us/ms _he CCV i
control panel shown in Flsure 8. Any of the three op_n-loop lonsltudLnal
modes can be commandedby fo_e or aft force on the CCV controller !
installed on the Y_-16 sldesttck, _igure 9. The trim switch yes
replaced vlth the tvo-axls CCV force controller, end the normal "coolie
hat" _humbbutton was retained. The three open-loop directlon_l mode_
tun be selected for operation throush elther rudder pedal inputs or
left/rtsht force on the CCV controller. Besides mode selection the
_ontrol panel also provides the p/lot tr_th pitch and roll autopllot
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functions as well as mode purification capabillty. Purification was
designed to allow engineering evaluatlon of the modes by enabling
various feedbacks to force "pure" steady state uncoupled alrcrafr motion.
In this way the adequacy of interconnect end bias gala schedules based
on predicted CCY responses could be ascertained. The control panel also
provides a means of removing slde acceleratlon, Ay, feedback to the rudder
In the basic control system. Various self-test functions were also
included for system checkout and diagnosis on the ground.
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Fig 9 CCV Controller Installation on Sidestlck

The basic airplane sldestlck controller is essentially a force stick

a)though the sensors employed are Linear Variable Differential Trans-
formers which measure a very small displacement of the stick resulting

from forces applied by the pilot. Maximum command in pitch requires 31

Ibs.,andmaximum roll requires a little more than 15 ibs. Both _xes
have parabolic stick force versus command gradients. The CCV button

has a 0.i lb. deadzone with a linear force versus command gradient up
to a maximum of 3.1 Ibs.

FLIGHT TESTING

The flight test program consisting of 87 flights and totalling over

125 flight hours was conducted at Edwards AFB in California. Figure I0

_resents the range of flight conditions over which testing was performed.
Initially the flight envelope was cleared in tests to identify flutter,

aeroservoelastic instabilities, or stability and control problems. The

effect of the canards addition on Inlet/engine operation and the aero-

dynamic destabilizing effects were also evaluated during the initial tests.
Preliminary checks were performed to verify proper functioning of the CCV

control system. Engineering evaluations were then conducted to ascertain
the functionaladequacy of the CCV control system design and to obtain data
for detailed evaluation of the various mode characteristics. Figure i0

also indicates test conditions for evaluating predicted performance

improvements with Relaxed Static Stability (RSS). Although not covered in

this paper, the aircraft's fuel system was modified to allow a wide range

of center-of-gravlty locations to be evaluated during the later portion of
• the test program. Finally quasl-operatlonal tasks were conducted

simulating alr-to-alr gunnery, formation, refueling, air-to-ground
bombing and alr-to-ground strafing.
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The CCV modes produced responses as predicted, and the modified air- r;

i craft was found to be free of instabilities. It also possessed.adequate !handling qualities throughout the flight envelope up to its angle of

i attack and sideslip limits. No adverse effects of the canards on inlet
or propulsion system performance were detected. Although the canardst

' were destablllzlng both longltudlnally and dlrectionally, the YF-16X

control system provided stability augmentation that effectively
! compensated for the change The engineering evaluations provided data to _

allow refining of the CCV control system gain schedules which had been

, selected originally on the basis of wind tunnel infomtion. The evalu- _

atlons also verified the available mode authorities. Direct liftCCV

> levels of up to + 1.5 g's and slde force levels of 0.9 g were obtained.

These capabllltle--svaried considerably with flight conditions since the

i design was to obtain maximum capability, and not to provide uniform
authority. Yaw pointing levels approaching _+ 5 degrees and pitch pointing

, of approximately + 2 degrees were realized. Translation authorities of

i fpm rate of for the a 2 mode and kts side velocity for the
1500 c-limb 40
_2 mode were demonstrated.

) The Handling Qualities During Tracking (HQDT) technique developed at
_ the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center and the Air Force Flight Test

Center was used for engineering analysis of the CCV modes during tracking.

For this technique, scored gun camera film is used to obtain a

I quantitative measure of handling qualities, control system characteristics,_, and precision controllability during high-gain tracking tasks. A fixed _

depressed reticle is used in a preplanned tracking task employing in this• case an F-4 or T-38 target aircraft. The alr-to-air tracking maneuver _

i!, 197 •t
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consisted of windup turns (WUT) to 4.5 g's and 3g constant turns. The
technique was also applied to alr-to-ground runs with limited success. '

Unfortunately, the technique does not resemble most air-to-ground delivery

techniques. RMS, mean, and median tracking errors along with time

histories of plpper position relative to the target are provided by the
technique. This data was used in connection with pilot ratings and

_ comments to evaluate the CCV modes' usefulness. Ordnance was not actually

i delivered because the YF-16 testbed did not have a weapon delivery
capability.(

il _- • Early in the evaluations, results from tracking with Maneuver
! Enhancement indicated the usefulness of this mode. Figure ii is a

longitudinal parameters comparison of the aircraft with and without ME

during a windup turn tracking task. The reduction in magnitude of pitch

rate perturbations and Pilot inputs indicates a useful mode for precise

i tracking. Tighter "g" control was available to the pilot, and small

! corrections could be made without causing large rotational rates. This
preliminary assessment proved to be correct when pilots from the F-16 Joint

Test Force evaluated the modes in simulated alr-to-alr gunnery.

BASICAIRPLANE MANEUVEREN(tANCE_NT
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Overall assessment of the CCV modes for various operational tasks are
shown in Figure 12. This is a consensus of pilot opinion on the potential
improvement these modes could provide. A "G" or green rating indicates that
the mode is either preferred or has the potential for improvement over
conventional controls. The ,,yt, or yellow rating is used to denote that the
mode did not show a potential improvement over conventional controls or
that pilot ratings and conments were inconclusive.
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;. Fig 12 CCV Mode Assessment

l' Maneuver Enhancement was considered an improvement as it was

implemented on the test aircraft in all air-to-air tasks. It provided i!I

tighter control in a tracking situation without the usual rotational• perturbation, Pilot control was not complicated by an additional

controller since this was a blended mode on the normal sidestick. Nashout i,'
of flaperon deflections prevented saturation problems of the limited

i authority direct lift capability. _

} The direct force modes, An and Ay,were preferred over pointing or
_ translation for precise tracking, The mechanization allowed pilots to
i' ttbeep" CCV commands using the button controller in much the same manner
i as a trim switch. It provided an immediate precise change in flight

path. Such a "beep" technique was realizable because command and release

: cause no objectionable pipper transients. The direct force modes werealso considered to hold promise for some unusual and effective defensive

i maneuvering capabilities, but larger authority levels than obtainable on

i the CCV YF-16 were desired by most of the pilots.

i• 199 *_
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The pointing modes were difficult for manual pilot control. Although
providing reasonable authority and precise fuselage pointing, the command
had to be held in continuously. Upon release of the CCV controller, the
pipper moved sharply away from the target as the aircraft returned to
align with the velocity vector. This proportional input on the CCV
controller,while trying to keep the basic tracking solution through

changing forces on the sidestick,resulted in what one pilot referred to
! as a hand conflict. A tendency existed to rapidly reach and hold full

pointing capability as the maneuver changed. The pilot had to

i lamedlately realize when maximum capabillty had been reached and revert _
i to basic aircraft control for further error reductions. This would result

i In maneuverlng the aircraft with full pointing capability being

i commanded and at times introduced unwanted lags in tracking. Even with

these drawbacks, the mode was rated highly as far as its potential for

i improvement. Most pilots commented that an automatic tie-ln with the

fire control system would make a very effective gunnery system.

The translation modes were implemented with slow onset rates and low

steady state authorities which made them unsuitable for alr-to-alr combat

maneuvering. Due to the open-loop design, the aircraft had a tendency to
coast after a translation command had been removed. This was bothersome

to the pilot as he tried to close on another aircraft since exact final

position was not easily predicted. The translation modes could be used

for formatlon/station keeping; however, the task was adequately handled

with the basic aircraft controls. Thus, a clear need for improved means

of accomplishing the task did not exist. The one exception was
application in refueling operation. The CCV modes were believed to offer

significant advantages in this case. Unfortunately, due to the limited

redundancy in the mechanization and safety considerations, such
applications could not be evaluated. Refueling with CCV modes engaged

was prohibited.

For the air-to-ground work, Maneuver Enhancement again demonstrated
an improvement as implemented on the test aircraft (Figure 12). This was
primarily due to: 1) the gust alleviation capability it provided; and, 2)

the increased response when pulling out of a dive. The manual control i
task was not significantly changed with the blended implementation on the

sldestiok. Normal piloting techniques could be used for task accomplish-
merit.

Direct side force, Ay, received favorable pilot rating for both i
strafing and dive bombing. The primary advantage was elimination of i
having to roll-pull-roll back to make directional corrections. The i

effect of each correction could be immediately and easily determined i

since the basic sight picture remained unchanged. Rudder pedals for Av i
commands were well liked,and the pilots easily adapted to their use. The !

authority provided appeared excessive for terminal tracking. The An mode
found only spa_ng application in the air-to-ground tasks because

longitudinal control posed no specific problem and was easily accompllshed
with the normal stick commands. Use of the force button was not natural

200
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for the pilot in these tasks, and cross-talk between button and stick
existed.

Pointing capability in both axes was found useful for strafing runs.

Two techniques were used with pitch pointing. In the first method the

plpper was allowed to walk up to the target and was then held on the target
with the pointing capability to provide a longer firing opportunity. The

second technique involved using full nose down pointing throughout the _,_'

run. This allowed considerably more ground clearance during low-level
passes. For bombing, the pointing modes were not appropriate since the

velocity vector was not being changed. There was one exceptlon. It
was possible to use the mode to mimic the translation mede's crosswlnd

cancellingcapability with higher responsiveness. This was accomplished

by establishing a crab in the normal manner tocounter the crosswlnd

and allow the flight path to cross the target. Then yaw pointing

was used to align the nose wlth the resultant velocity vector giving

the pilot a good HUD 81ght-target picture.

Longitudinal translation was useful in the power approach for

maintaining a desired glide path. However, due to the limited

authority and slow response,lt was not satisfactory for strafing or

bombing. Inaddltlon, the normal longltudlnal command provided adequate 1
control for these tasks. The lateral translation capability was useful

for crosswlnd corrections during both landing approach and dive bombing. 1
It could also be used to attack moving targets from an approach I

perpendicular to the target's motion. Slowness of response and the !

requirement to hold a constant button force during mode usage were 1
considered drawbacks of these two modes.

SIMULATION INVESTIGATION 1

Results of the flight testing showed the need for additional
unconventional control mode studies. Pilot comments clearly indicated the

capability provided by the unconventional modes had the potential for
improving the aircraft's effectiveness, but some aspects of the particular i
implementation on the test vehicle were unsatisfactory. The two-axis
force button selected after evaluation of several types of controllers in

a flxed-base simulation at General Dynamics provided adequate for
engineering evaluations but lacking for operational usage. Various mode

authorities, responses and mechanizations were found to be inadequate for
tracking and weapon delivery tasks. The flight test effort had been

extremely ambitious in terms of flight rate. This restricted modifications

from being accomplished to the CCV hardware except to satisfy safety-of-

flight requirements. As a result of these findings, the Flight Control

Division of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory initiated an extensive
simulation investigation to be conducted on the Large Amplitude Multi-

mode Aerospace Research Simulator (LAMARS) shown in Figure 13. LAMARS

comprises part of the Flight Dynamics Laboratory's Engineering Flight
Simulation Facility at Wrlght-Patterson. The sphere, containing a single

place cockpit, and the 30 ft. support beam are computer controlled to

provide realistic cockpit motion cues. The pilot's visual display is

1979007417-199



projected on the interior of the 20 ft. sphere. It can be either a simple
sky/earth image or projection of terrain features from one of two 15 ft.
by 48 ft. terrain boards. An air-to-air target aircraft projector is also
included for combat simulations. The spherical contour provides a maximum
266 degree horizontal and 108 degree vertical field of view. Motlon
capability of the simulator is listed in Figure 14. A hybrid computing
system forms the core of the simulatlon facillty. Nonlinear aerodynamics
and the complete YF-16 and auxiliary CCV control system have been modeled

on the computers. ]

T

Fig 13 _S Facility

Major emphasis of the simulation program will be the development of

_sk-Orlented C_ control _des. TheWS effort will pursue two

different approaches in the investigation of unconventional aircraft
maneuvering capabilities. The first will be concerned with minor
modifications to the CCV _des as they were implemented on the YF-16.
This approach is aimed at resolving basic problems/shortcomings
hig_ighted during the flight test program. Candidate changes are
listed below:

• CCV controller gradient variations

o Alternate gain scheduling

" Integral command of pointing and translation modes

• Elimination of operating restrictions 0_, _ _h_

2O2

; it,
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• ° Mode authority matching and tailoring
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, i
," Fig 14 LAMARS Motion Capability

The gradient variations and gain scheduling are both intended to _
reduce mode sensitivity evident in the air-to-ground tasks. An integral !

! mechanization would allow "pulse" type inputs without requiring the pilot !
i to hold CCV commands during a tracking task. Unfortunately, this :!
! qulckly results in mode authority saturation. A trlm type follow-up

i technique is needed in which adverse ptpper motion does not result. In
order to develop "pure" CCVmodes and insure safety from failures wlth
the limited redundancy employed in flight test, rather severe _
restrictions were placed on several modes. The emphasis will now be on _

"user- ""obtaining u_ modes by reducing these restrictions such as bank

angle and a limits and accepting impure responses. In the interest of i_
_" providing the pilot with a useful tool, authority of the modes will be :

tailored to the operatlonal task and matched In both axes for control

harmony. In addition, the CCV modes wlll be evaluated with several HUD i

gun-sight systems to ascertain the benefits and problems associated wlth ._such use.

!' The second approach involves alternate methods of providing the CCV
capabilities to the pilot and new control law structures. It includes .;,Z

. consideration of the following techniques:

o Blended modes using only the YF-16 sidestlck

g • Weapon-llne stabilization and improved gust alleviation

I o Closed-loop velocity commandBased on the acceptance by the pllot of the maneuver enhancement

mechanization and the fact that pilot workload was actually increased ._
wlth the addition of another controller in the cockpit, blending of CCV _:_
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i
modes with the basic aircraft controls is needed. Such blending must not

result in adverse transients on initial command or when reaching maximum

CCV authority. In addition, a means must be provided to washout CCV
inputs to prevent combat maneuvering wlth residual canard or flaperon
deflectlons. The mode to be blended will be selected based on its

usefulness in the particular mission phase being flown. The techniques

being considered included frequency selectlve separation of CCV versus

conventional stick inputs using filter techniques and separation based
on detected command magnitude and rate. In both cases gradual removal

of the CCVmode in steady state is required. A recenterlng technique

allowing placement of CCV command gradient within the basic control

system stick force gradient is also being examined. Such a technique

would provide the CCV capabillty as a vernier control for the pilot

while allowlng normal aircraft maneuvering for large inputs. Such a
recenterlng scheme must allow full aircraft capabillty to be conmmnded

I and must not produce an unacceptable stick force per "g" relationship.

| Work is being conducted to arrive at an optimum design of maneuver
enhancement to provide weapon-llne stabillzatlon for improved gunnery.

In this application the primary design obJecClve is faster acquisition
and better tracking as opposed to simply quickened maneuvering response.

Changes to improve the gust alleviation capability are also being

studied, but the focus is on reducing plpper disturbance rather than

improving ride quality.

Closed-loop design providing a velocity command system for the

translation modes is aimed at faster mode response and the ellminatlon

of coasting. Nith such a design, the pilot would command vertical or
side velocity instead of flaperon or canard deflection. The control

system positions the surfaces as needed to develop or cancel independent

translatlons. This would improve mode usefulness in tasks requiring

precise positioning and possibly allow application to combat maneuvering.

The flight test also accented the need for more operationally

oriented evaluation techniques. The HQDT constant "g" and NUT tracking
maneuvers for 20 to 30 seconds are not reasonable for representation of

the alr-to-alr combat situation. Although providing useful information
on basic control characteristics in a tracking task, it is not well

suited for task-orlented design. In an effort to solve this problem,
the LAMARS simulation will be using various weapon delivery scoring

techniques based on aircraft position, target location and munition

ballistics. However, HQDT type data will be taken for correlative

purposes. Target aircraft combat algorlthms to allow realistic operational
task evaluation of the CCVmodes have also been developed.

CONCLUSIONS

Flight testing of the Fighter CCV has provided valuable insight into

the Impllcatlons to manual control of uncoupled aircraft motions. A
pronounced learning curve was encountered due to the very unusual

maneuvers possible with the CCV modes in the flight evaluation. While
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!
providing additional capability, the open-loop modes sometimes resulted in 4
an increase in pilot workload with the addition of another controller.
Use of rudder pedals for Avcom_and was natural for the pilot. The one

blended closed-loop mode,_aneuver Enhancement,was found to be beneficial
during all evaluation tasks. Although requiring optimization, the

blending techniquewas readily accepted by the pilot. The flight test
program demonstrated the feasibility of decoupled aircraft control and

verified predicted performance levels. It also provided an indication

of the usefulness of these new control modes in operational tasks.

The urgent need for task-oriented control mode investigations was

clearly indicated during the test program. The CCV modes were implemented
from an engineering standpoint of obtaining "pure" motlon w_th well-
behaved responses and maximum capability throughout the flight envelope.
Emphasis must now be placed on designing to the specific task application.

Through the use of AFFDL's large moving-base simulator and lessons learned _ -

from flight testing, engineering efforts are underway to provide CCV
capabilities to the pilot in a manner that will significantly improve
fighter aircraft effectiveness. Prior to adaptation in future designs, !

these capabilities must be provided in ways which do not complicate the i

manual control task. A multimode approach is indicated in which the

pilot is provided with various predetermined combinations of conventional

and CCV control tailored to the specific mission phase. !
i
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